
“Sometimes there isn’t some deep mystery behind the crime. Sometimes, the victim just pissed off the wrong person.” 

Rollers* 
The Summer of 1967. Ronald Reagan is the new governor of California. Every hippie in the world (seemingly) is on their way to 

San Francisco for the summer and the freeways are packed. The Mommas and the Poppas’ hit “San Francisco” blares from every 
transistor radio, and Lee Marvin’s The Dirty Dozen plays to packed audiences at the movie theaters.  

The Characters: The investigators are four highway patrolmen of the California Highway Patrol (CHP), driving two 
brand new Oldsmobile Delmont 88s. 

The Crime: On a quiet Sunday afternoon, an Oldsmobile Toronado careens out of control, slamming into another car and 
causing a 5-car pileup on US 99. The CHP officers are the first on the scene. The carnage is gruesome, but far worse than the dead 
driver flung from the struck Ford Galaxie is the driver of the Toronado, who is burned to a crisp (SAN 1/1d4). Procedure 
requires that the CHPs call for a detective, and eventually Officers Hogan and Gimble arrive. There aren’t many clues to gather. 
The driver seemed to spontaneously combust, and a Mechanical Repair or Hard Drive Auto roll indicate that there is nothing 
wrong with the vehicle. Looking inside the glovebox, the investigators find an insurance card in the name of Justin Love, and with 
a Hard Know roll the investigator recognizes the name as a wealthy movie producer’s. A simple radio call to dispatch provides 
both Love’s home and work addresses, respectively, Mulholland Highway in Topanga Canyon, and Universal Studios, Hollywood. 

The Culprit: Love lives next to Tenacious Ephrath, a 40-year-old cultist of Yog-Sothoth. While he may have plans to 
return the Eater of Souls to earth – what cultist doesn’t – those plans do not figure into this scenario. Ephrath has an obnoxious 
Jack Russell terrier named “Helpless,” who spends most of the day in Ephrath’s backyard and barks constantly. Love shouted 
obscenities at the dog over the fence that separates their properties, and Ephrath vowed to kill the movie producer for the affront. 
When Love was absent from home, Ephrath broke in and stole a strand of hair from Love’s pillow. He then used the hair to target 
its owner with the spell Cthugha’s Embrace, a long-distance variant of Death Spell. Love burst into flame, Ephrath returned to his 
plotting, and Helpless continued barking. 

The Clues: Hogan and Gimble ask the officers to follow them as they 
head first to Topanga Canyon and then to Hollywood. Love’s house is palatial. 
No one answers the door, but an unlocked backdoor leads inside. A regular 
Spot Hidden roll reveals a cache of pornographic magazines and local 
swingers’ newspapers. A Hard Spot Hidden roll finds a silver jewelry box 
containing cocaine. As you describe the mansion and its swimming pool, 
include the barking dog next door, which prompts Hogan or Gimble to 
remember to speak to all the neighbors. But first, they want to go to Universal 

Studios and ask the CHPs to follow them. Love was in the middle of producing a naval comedy called Nobody’s Perfect, and his 
office is full of script pages, storyboards, and missives to and from the film’s stars, Doug McClure and Nancy Kwan. A Spot 
Hidden roll finds more cocaine, more swingers’ ads, and an address penciled on a piece of notepaper – no name, but the address 
is in Boyle Heights, one of L.A.’s rougher neighborhoods. Hogan and Gimble definitely want CHP backup from the investigators. 

The Chicks: Rolling through the barrio of Boyle Heights, the CHPs notice a reaction from several of the Latino gang 
members in the area with a successful Spot Hidden roll. This could play out into a shootout or a chase scene if you are long on 
time or need a little action for your players. The address leads to Chick Publications**, cartoonist Jack Chick’s publishing house 
that produces Chick comics and “Chick tracts,” fundamentalist Christian material that combats occultism, evolution, and modern 
liberalism. The owner, Jack Chick, has met Justin Love and does not like him. The only thing they have in common, Chick says, is 
a cleaning service based in Encino. Hogan and Gimble laugh. Encino is safe enough for them to go alone, and once out of Boyle 
Heights they tell the investigators to return to their regular road patrol. 

The Cold Case: A week goes by and the desk sergeant tells the investigators that Hogan and Gimble are missing. Here are 
their addresses, go check them out. Inside Hogan’s Van Nuys apartment, the investigators find his charred corpse, a second case 
of spontaneous combustion (SAN 2/1d6). Gimble lives in San Dimas, barracked in his apartment and driven mad by Ephrath’s 
dream magic. A regular Psychology roll or a Hard Intimidate, Persuade, or Charm roll calm him enough for him to say that the 
pair checked out the cleaners in Encino and the maid who cleans Love’s house. Then they checked out the neighbors, at which 
point in his narrative he starts to returns to his madness, laughing uncontrollably, a short repetitive barking (do your best to make 
it sound similar to Ephrath’s dog Helpless). Looking through either detectives’ notepad prompts a Library Use roll, success 
meaning they find the list of neighbors and the maid’s address. 

The house cleaner’s only clue is that Love would often complain about Ephrath’s dog. She never attended any of his parties. The 
notepad has a list of neighbors (add some if the scenario runs short) including Ephrath. 

The Climax: Ephrath wears a ring with a small barb that can catch a small piece of flesh from a handshake, a large enough 
piece of the victim for him to use his Cthugha’s Embrace spell. When the CHPs arrive at his door, he attempts to shake hands with 
them. Each notices the sharp jab. He also asks each of the CHPs’ names; a name is enough for him to target the investigator with 
horrific dreams, a deeper magic version of Send Dream. A regular Listen roll indicates Helpless barking away in the backyard. 
Ephrath does not have any spells that he can use in direct combat, so will avoid it at all costs. It will be very unlikely that the CHPs 
can prove anything at the moment; if arrested, Ephrath will be released later, after which he targets the investigators with Cthugha’s 
Embrace and Send Dreams. 

* “Rollers” is slang for police officers, first used by African-Americans on the west and east coasts in the 1970s. 
** Jack Chick’s actual offices are in Rancho Cucamonga, California, but Chick was born in Boyle Heights. 
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